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1. Leon called the meeting to order at 12:05 pm.
2. Nicolette called roll.

Action Items:
3. Leon presented the appointment of Nicolette Womack to Chair of the APA ID 2020 Conference. Jeff motioned approval, Aaron seconded.

Information/Discussion Items:
1. Leon requested review of interest statements for the Idaho Representative on Western Planner Board. Four were submitted. Discussion on a preference for involvement in rural issues. Requested feedback and email vote by Tuesday the 18th.
2. Leon motioned to amend the agenda and include discussion on the Mini Conference proposal. David seconded. Leon will follow up meeting with sharing the proposal with the entire board via email. Requesting to take a vote via email. The conference will be on April 24th from 9am - 4pm. Will include a social networking opportunity to follow. 30 participants, discussion on ticket prices. Seeking to offer CM credits and will work with Diane to confirm.
3. Jason presented on the L&PA committee work. Currently tracking H0335, H0450, H0451, H0489, S1313 and a potential addition to 67-6511 on requiring additional meeting/time frames for revisions to projects. Stance and issued letters available on APA ID website. Hoping future bills will reach out to us before submitting for review. Goal to work on the offense more vs. the defense. Potential additional preparation required for 2021 Session. Looking into the HOV lane proposals.

Diane presented on the PDO. Looking forward to the Stormwater Forum. 7/8 participants interested in the study group for the May AICP exam.

Leon announced Mary Beth has resigned from the Tribal Planning position. Will recommend a replacement.

Elizabeth presented on the Student Representatives. Had a great Planning with Pints in Sandpoint.

Dave presented a Region 3 update. Received some volunteers for the 2020 Annual Conference in Boise. Working on a Planning with Pints on March 11th in Boise.

Brock presented a Region 4 update. Working on the Mini Conference proposal.

Carl presented a Region 5 update. Working on the Mini Conference proposal. Working with Amy Salmar at ISU regarding Campus Planning and involvement in APA ID.

Cindy presented a Region 6 update. Working on Mini Conference proposal. Received 8 or so emails on session ideas and will share with the group.

7. Meeting Adjourn at 12:48 PM.